Abstract-Aiming at separating the cartoon and texture layers from an image, cartoon-texture decomposition approaches resort to image priors to model cartoon and texture respectively. In recent years, patch recurrence has emerged as a powerful prior for image recovery. However, the existing strategies of using patch recurrence are ineffective to cartoon-texture decomposition, as both cartoon contours and texture patterns exhibit strong patch recurrence in images. To address this issue, we introduce the isotropy prior of patch recurrence, that the spatial configuration of similar patches in texture exhibits the isotropic structure which is different from that in cartoon, to model the texture component. Based on the isotropic patch recurrence, we construct a nonlocal sparsification system which can effectively distinguish well-patterned features from contour edges. Incorporating the constructed nonlocal system into morphology component analysis, we develop an effective method to both noiseless and noisy cartoon-texture decomposition. The experimental results have demonstrated the superior performance of the proposed method to the existing ones, as well as the effectiveness of the isotropic patch recurrence prior.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A real image is usually the superposition of a cartoon component and a texture component. The cartoon component refers to the piecewise-constant geometrical parts of an image, including homogeneous regions, contours, and sharp edges. In contrast, the texture component is about the oscillating patterns of an image, such as fine structures and local repeating features. Cartoon-texture image decomposition is to separate the cartoon part and the texture part from an image, which plays an important role in computer vision, with a wide range of applications to image restoration [1] - [3] , motion analysis [4] , image segmentation [5] , image compression [6] , stereo matching [7] , image editing [8] , [9] , pattern recognition [10] , biomedical engineering [10] , remote sensing [11] - [13] , etc.
The importance of cartoon-texture decomposition originates from the fact that the cartoon component and texture component exhibit significantly distinct characteristics and they often involve different operations in the processing, analysis and recognition of images. For instance, the texture component is preferred in optical flow estimation as it is often free of shading reflections and shadows [4] , while the cartoon part is often extracted for enhancing the stability of depth estimation [7] . In many image processing tasks (e.g. [1] ), the All the authors are with the School of Computer Science and Engineering at South China University of Technology, China. Email: xu.ruotao@mail.scut.edu.cn, csyhquan@scut.edu.cn, yxu@scut.edu.cn. Asterisk indicates the corresponding author.
cartoon regions and texture regions need separate treatments to guarantee the visual quality of results. Another example is object recognition, in which contour cues and texture features are extracted by different approaches (e.g. [14] ).
In general, cartoon-texture decomposition requires solving the underdetermined system
where f ∈ R N is the given image, u ∈ R N is the cartoon component, and v ∈ R N is the texture component. Since the unknowns are much more than the equations, effective priors on both the cartoon part and texture part are needed to solve the system. In the existing approaches, the piecewise constant prior implemented by the total variation (TV) minimization is dominant in modeling cartoon parts (e.g. [11] , [15] - [24] ) due to its advantages of inducing piecewise-constant functions. Regarding the texture component modeling, the low rank prior on texture patches is often used (e.g. [25] , [26] ), and it has been recently shown in [27] that using the recurrence of local image patches, which is one powerful prior in image recovery (e.g. [28] - [30] ), can lead to further improvement.
However, the patch recurrence prior may also hold for cartoon regions. For instance, similar patches can also be found along a straight contour edge. In other words, there is some ambiguity when using patch recurrence to distinguish texture from cartoon. Thus, a direct call of the patch-recurrence-based strategies from image recovery may noticeably decrease the accuracy of the decomposition. To further exploit the patch recurrence prior for image decomposition, in this paper, we introduce an additional prior on patch recurrence for better discriminating the cartoon component and texture component. The prior comes from the observation that, the neighboring similar patches around cartoon contours tend to align along a major direction, while the ones in texture regions are likely to scatter around. See Fig. 1 for an illustration, in which the neighboring similar patches in cartoon regions exhibit different spatial configurations from those in texture regions.
In intuition, the unidirectional distribution of neighboring similar patches around cartoon contours may be attributed to the fact that the often-seen cartoon contours contain a large portion of straight edges. The patches along a straight edge have strong similarity to each other, and the patches on different sides of the edge are often dissimilar. In contrast, the isotropic distribution of neighboring similar texture patches is due to the spatial homogeneity of textures, e.g. cobwebbing in fabrics, scales on snakes, and furs of lions. For convenience, the prior that neighboring similar texture patches scatter
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around, is referred to as the isotropic self-recurrence prior for texture components.
Building the isotropic patch recurrence prior into the Morphological Component Analysis (MCA) framework [31] , we develop an effective method for cartoon-texture decomposition in both the noiseless and noisy settings. The basic idea of MCA is to decompose an image into different components such that each component has a sparse representation under a well-designed system. In this paper, by transferring the isotropic patch recurrence from the image domain to the wavelet domain, we construct a nonlocal wavelet system for modeling the texture component of an image. Combining the constructed nonlocal system for texture with the local wavelet system for cartoon, we form an augmented system that is discriminative to separate texture and cartoon. Benefiting from the use of isotropic patch recurrence prior, the proposed approach shows noticeable performance improvement over the state-of-the-art ones in the experiments.
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Second, based on the isotropy prior, an effective approach to cartoon-texture decomposition is proposed. The proposed approach has several advantages over the existing ones. Compared to the low rank prior of texture patches used in [25] , [26] , [32] , the proposed isotropy prior of patch recurrence is more powerful to model textures. Compared with the patch-recurrence-based approaches [27] , the proposed one has additional considerations on the spatial configuration of patch recurrence. By subdividing the patch recurrence into the isotropic and anisotropic versions for texture and cartoon respectively, the proposed approach achieves improvement on distinguishing cartoon contour edges from textures. In comparison to the sparse-coding-based approaches [24] , [33] that only use local sparsification systems, the proposed one utilizes both local and nonlocal systems, which can exploit similar patches for the sparse representation of textures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a review of the related works. Section III presents the preliminaries of our work. Section IV is devoted to the description of the proposed method. The experimental evaluation is presented in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
There have been many approaches proposed for image cartoon-texture decomposition. The main differences of these approaches lie the mechanisms of modeling cartoon regions and texture patterns. Regarding the characterization of cartoon parts, a majority of approaches use the total variation (TV) penalties (e.g. [1] , [11] , [12] , [15] - [17] , [20] - [22] , [34] ), since TV penalties can efficiently encourage piece-wise constant functions with bounded variations (BV). See also a generalized version of the TV penalty in [8] for processing color fabric images, which takes both the first and the second derivatives into account for better protecting soft changing of lightness in local regions. Another approaches to cartoon modeling impose the sparse representation on cartoon parts under some system, such as wavelet frames [14] , [35] and curvelet systems [31] , [36] , [37] , which are very suitable for depicting the smooth structures in cartoon components. The relation between these two types of approaches is discussed in [38] , which states that variational methods involving the TV penalty can be implemented by the 1 -norm analysis approaches using spline wavelets. In addition, compared to the multi-scale extension of TV-based approach in [39] , the wavelet systems naturally allow multi-resolution analysis on cartoon structures.
In comparison to the cartoon component, the texture component is much more challenging to characterize due to its high complexities and large variations. In the past, many studies modeled texture by the patterns with strong oscillations, and they focused on exploiting the spaces of oscillatory functions which are discriminative to the BV space, as well as exploiting the norms that are antagonistic to the TV norm. A seminal work can be traced back to Meyer's proposal [15] , whose numerical implementation is first given in [16] . Following this line of research, many studies have been conducted on addressing numerical issues; see e.g. [11] , [12] , [12] , [17] , [34] , [40] - [42] . There are also other studies developing new models such as linear filtering models [18] , [23] and multi-scale model [19] , or focusing on applications [1] , [3] , [6] . Since noises also exhibit oscillatory patterns, the aforementioned approaches cannot well handle noisy images. Furthermore, as pointed out in [25] , these approaches may fail in discovering the smallmagnitude but well-patterned textures.
A promising alternative is the sparse-representation-based approach (e.g. [5] , [14] , [22] , [24] , [33] , [35] - [37] ), which assumes textures can be sparsified under certain systems, i.e., a texture patch can be represented by few of atoms in a certain dictionary (referred to as the synthesis model) or sparsified under some transform (referred to as the analysis model). The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we propose the isotropy prior of patch recurrence to model the texture component of an image. The traditional patch recurrence prior designed for image recovery only exploits the repeating property of image patches, without any consideration on the discrimination between the cartoon and texture components. In contrast, the proposed isotropy prior additionally considers the spatial distribution of recurrent patches, i.e., how the image patches repeat over space. As a result, it can well distinguish the texture component from the cartoon component.
A promising alternative is the sparse-representation-based approach (e.g. [5] , [14] , [22] , [24] , [33] , [35] - [37] ), which assumes textures can be sparsified under certain systems, i.e., a texture patch can be represented by few of atoms in a certain dictionary (referred to as the synthesis model) or sparsified under some transform (referred to as the analysis model).
With a suitable system, either analytic (e.g. local Fourier frame [36] ) or learned (e.g. [22] , [24] ), the texture component can be effectively extracted by promoting the sparsity of the representation coefficients. In [33] , the analysis model and synthesis model are combined for further improvement. Since cartoon features such as edges and contours may also have sparse representations under some proper dictionaries, the sparse-representation-based approaches do not work well when the sparsification system for cartoon has high coherence with that for texture. In other words, one key in the sparsecoding-based approaches is the design of effective sparsification systems whose ambiguity between cartoon and texture can be controlled. Interested readers can refer to [14] for a comprehensive overview. Our proposed method in this paper falls into this kind of approaches.
Another line of research on texture modeling is built upon the low rank prior of texture patches. An early inspiring attempt is given by Schaeffer and Osher [25] , which assumes the texture patches are almost linearly dependent after certain alignment and then applies the low-rank regularization with nuclear norm to the aligned texture patches. In [26] , the logdet function is used to replace the nuclear norm in [25] for better approximation to the rank function. Though capable of processing regular textures with global homogeneity, these methods are not suitable for extracting the textures with distortion or with spatially-varying patterns, which are rather typical in real scenes. As a result, such methods may produce undesirable patterned artifacts on natural images. To overcome this problem, Ono and Miyata [32] adapted the low rank prior from the global image to a local window, and the low-rank regularization is applied to the patches of texture component within a local block. Moreover, multiple shear operators are employed for better alignment. Nevertheless, this approach may suffer from the under-sampling problem, i.e., the local block may not contain enough similar patterned patches for stable low-rank approximation, especially for the patch locating near the boundary of a texture region. Besides, the used shear operations may involve additional computational cost.
Instead of sampling patches within a local block, Ma et al. [27] proposed to group similar patches and apply lowrank regularization to each patch group for extracting textures. The cartoon component is extracted by enforcing structured sparsity on each group. It is noted that, though with low-rank approximation, this method employs a different prior from the low rank prior in [25] , [26] , [32] . In fact, the prior in [27] can be viewed as the nonlocal patch recurrence prior which has been successfully applied to many image restoration tasks; see e.g. [28] , [30] , [43] . However, the direct use of the nonlocal patch recurrence prior in cartoon-texture decomposition is not optimal, as the prior may be applicable to both the cartoon component and texture component. In this paper, we aim at further exploiting the nonlocal patch recurrence for cartoontexture decomposition.
III. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, bold upper letters are used for matrices, bold lower letters for column vectors, light lower letters for scalars, hollow letters for sets, and calligraphic letters for operators. The notations 0 and I denote the zero matrix and the identity matrix with appropriate sizes respectively, and diag(x) denotes the square diagonal matrix with vector x as its main diagonal. The p norm of a vector is denoted by · p . Given a sequence {y (t) } t∈N , y
denote the t 0 -th element in the sequence. For a vector x ∈ R N and a set S ⊂ {1, · · · , N }, x(i) denotes the i-th element in x, and x S denotes the vector concatenating all x(i) where i ∈ S. For a matrix X, X(i, j) denotes the element of X at the i-th row and j-th column.
We briefly present some basics of wavelet tight frames in image processing, as they will be used in the proposed method. Interested readers are referred to [44] for more details. A wavelet tight frame is generated by the shifts and dilations of a finite set of generators, which can be used to reveal the local structures of images at different scales. The transform using a wavelet tight frame can be implemented by convolutions with a set of filters that has certain properties. Given a filter a, define the corresponding convolution matrix
where * denotes the convolution operation. For a set of wavelet
, the analysis operator of the corresponding wavelet tight frame, or called wavelet transform, is defined by the following matrix form:
and the synthesis operator, or called inverse wavelet transform, is defined by the transpose of the analysis operator.
In this paper, we use the single-level linear spline wavelet tight frame, which has the following three filters in 1D case:
In the 2D case, the wavelet filters can be constructed via the tensor product of the 1D versions. Note that though wavelet tight frames allow multi-scale analysis, in practice we found that the multi-scale analysis brings little benefits to the proposed method.
IV. OUR METHOD

A. Overview
In this paper, we propose an image cartoon-texture decomposition method using Morphology Component Analysis (MCA) [31] . Given an arbitrary signal containing multiple layers as a linear combination, MCA separates the layers such that each layer has a good 1 -sparse representation under some system. Given a gray-scale image f ∈ R N composed of the cartoon component u ∈ R N and texture component v ∈ R N , we solve the following minimization problem
where
and J ∈ R P ×N are two systems that sparsify the cartoon component and texture component respectively, and λ 1 ∈ R M , λ 2 ∈ R P are two regularization parameter vectors. The above model can be rewritten into a unconstrained form for adapting the case where image noises are presented. For Gaussian white noise, the minimization problem becomes
Note that λ 1 , λ 2 in (5) are different from those of (4). We use the same notation for them for convenience. Combining W and J into an augmented system, both (4) and (5) can be rewritten into the standard 1 norm minimizations with efficient numerical solvers, which is shown in Sec. IV-C. The performance of cartoon-texture decomposition using (4) or (5) is dependent on the accuracy of the systems W and J in characterizing cartoon and texture. In our scheme, we define W by some wavelet transform, which is very effective in sparsifying piece-wise smooth signals. Since textures often contain dense small edges whose wavelet representation is not sparse, the regularization term W u 1 can well distinguish cartoon from texture. Note that since low-pass filter does not sparsify images, we omit the low-pass filter in applying W by setting the corresponding parts in λ 1 to zeros. Regarding the definition of J , we aim at utilizing the patch recurrence of texture to construct an effective system for sparsifying the texture component, which is discussed in the next part.
B. Construction of Sparsification System for Texture
We construct the system J ∈ R mN ×N for sparsifying texture components with the following form:
where T ∈ R mN ×N denotes a wavelet frame of the form (3), and L ∈ R mN ×mN denotes a discrete Laplacian. When applying J to a texture image v ∈ R N , T serves as a local system to obtain a more effective representation from f , and L serves as a nonlocal difference system to generate a sparse representation from T v. Let c = T v ∈ R mN . Though c is not sparse which is a distinct property of texture to cartoon, Lc = J v is sparse due to the nonlocal difference by L. In fact, the system J can be viewed as a nonlocal wavelet frame [30] for sparsifying textures.
Next, we turn to the construction of the nonlocal system L, which is based on the patch recurrence of texture images. In the wavelet representation c = [c 1 , · · · , c Q ], each element c i is a wavelet coefficient which is calculated with a wavelet filter of small localized support. In other words, c i corresponds to a local texture pattern within a patch, which is denoted by p i . 1 As a result, the wavelet coefficients calculated on similar texture patches should be similar, implying that the patch recurrence prior can be transferred from the spatial domain to the wavelet domain. With such a wavelet recurrence prior, for each coefficient c i , we can find a set of coefficients c Si such that
• c i and c j are two wavelet coefficients generated by the same wavelet filter;
• p j is similar to p i for all j in S i . In other words, c Si contains the wavelet coefficients whose corresponding texture patches are similar to that of c i . For convenience, we denote the texture patches associated to S i by P i = {p j : j ∈ S i }.
To utilize the patch recurrence prior, we first define L by a discrete normalized Laplacian as follows:
where 0 < ω(p i , p j ) ≤ 1 is some similarity measurement on two texture patches p i and p j , with the principle ω(p i , p i ) = 1, and ω(p i , P i ) = q∈Pi ω(p i , q). A popular choice of ω(·, ·) in existing patch-recurrence-based (or nonlocal) image recovery approaches (e.g. [45] , [46] ) is
where h is a scalar. The matrix L can be rewritten as
and 0 otherwise. With this form, it is easy to see that
In other words, L relates the nonlocal similar coefficients. In the case of perfect patch recurrence where p j = p i for all j ∈ S i and all i, by using ω(p i , p j ) = 1 and c i = c j for all j ∈ S i , it is straightforward to show that (Lc)(i) = 0 for all i, implying that L can perfectly sparsify c. In the case where the patch recurrence of texture is imperfect, it is reasonable to assume (Lc)(i) ≈ 0 for most i, and thus L can serve as an effective sparsification system for c. The above construction of J is dependent on the construction of S i which is to collect similar patches for each p i . A simple scheme is searching the spatial neighborhood of p i and using the top-K similar image patches to define S i . This scheme has been widely used in existing nonlocal approaches, e.g. [28] , [30] ) for image recovery. However, it does not work in our approach, as the patch recurrence prior is also applicable to most cartoon contours, e.g., similar patches can be found along the straight edges of contours. As a result, the sparsification system J constructed in this setting may also well sparsify the cartoon component u, which implies ambiguity in the cartoon-texture decomposition.
In order to remedy such an ambiguity problem, we introduce the isotropic patch recurrence prior on texture, as well as its counterpart (i.e. unidirectional patch recurrence prior on cartoon), to construct S i . These two priors have been illustrated in Fig. 1 , stating that though the patch recurrence property exists in both the cartoon and texture components, the directions of recurrences, i.e. the spatial distributions of similar patches, are much different between the two components. Similar patches on cartoon contours are usually distributed along one direction, while similar patches in texture regions tend to scatter in multiple directions.
Based on the isotropic recurrence of texture patches, we propose to encode the spatial distribution of similar patterns in defining S i to improve the capability of L and J in distinguishing cartoon elements from texture patterns. The key idea is to explicitly include similar patches from multiple directions into P i . With this purpose, we partition the neighborhood N(p) of a patch p into D + 1 regions, which includes D banded regions
along different directions and one central region N (0) in center. In Fig. 2 , we show the partition with D = 4. For arbitrary D, the partition scheme is as follows. Given a patch p centered at c, its neighborhood N(p) is defined as a S × S window M centered at c. In N(p), we find
which go through M with center at c and are aligned at 0
• ,
. Then, the partitions
are defined as follow:
With the partition, we search the top-K similar patches of
, and the indexes of the similar patches are collected as S for all i:
which is a combined Laplacian of the ones with directional grouping. Accordingly, the system J is modified to be
Compared to the traditional Laplacian operator L in (9) that directly uses the top-K patches similar patches in neighborhood to calculate the difference, the new Laplacian operatorL enforces to use the top-K similar patches from each direction for the calculation. This can be verified by calculating each element ofL, which is as follow:
Note that there are many types of graph Laplacians defined for various applications (e.g. [47] - [50] ). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time we use directional grouping to define graph Laplacians for modeling textures. It can be further seen that, since each L
is normalized and weighted with the same factor in the summation, the patch recurrence along each direction has equal contribution to the construction ofL. This construction scheme is very useful for distinguishing texture from cartoon, Consider a cartoon patch p on a straight edge whose similar patches lie along the direction of the edge. The original version of J can generate sparse coefficients from p because the operator L only uses the similar patches along the edge to represent p. In contrast, sparse results can be avoided by using the new version of J , as the operatorL enforces the use of patches along different directions which may be dissimilar to p. When p is the patch in the texture part with similar patches scattered in the neighborhood, the new version of J can inherit the sparsification capability from its old version, because each L (i) in the definition of L can utilize p's similar patches.
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C. Numerical Algorithm
Following the MCA framework, we define an augmented system D = [W 0; 0 J ] and then rewrite the minimization problem (5) into
There are many numerical schemes that can be adopted to solve the minimization problems in (14) and (15), e.g. ADMM.
In this paper, we use the split-Bregman iteration method [51] , which can be viewed as another form of ADMM, to develop the numerical solvers due to its simplicity in the form and in the parameter setting. Regarding the unconstrained problem (15), we first rewrite it as the constrained problem (16) which is the "splitting" step to separate x from the 1 penalty. Next, the Bregman iteration is used to solve (16) as follows:
for k = 0, 1, · · · , where γ > 0 and 0 < δ ≤ 1 are two parameters arising from the Bregman iteration. By decomposing the 
for k = 0, 1, · · · , where γ > 0 and 0 < δ ≤ 1 are two parameters arising from the Bregman iteration. By decomposing the problem in (17) into two subproblems, we further rewrite (17) as follows:
In (18), the subproblem regarding x is a least square problem with the analytic solution given by
which is calculated by the conjugate gradient method in our implementation to avoid computing the inverse. The subproblem regarding d is separable to each dimension of d and thus has the analytic solution given by
where T λ (·) is the soft-thresholding operation defined by
Combining (18), (19) and (20), the problem (15) is solved by the following iteration:
The overall algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. Regarding the noiseless model (14) which has an additional constraint compared to (15), we can solve it with a similar scheme which applies an additional Bregman iteration to handle the fidelity constraint. 
.
D. Adaption of Regularization Parameters
The regularization parameters λ 1 and λ 2 are crucial to the performance of the proposed models. Ideally, the values of λ 1 should be high at texture regions and low at contour regions. In analogy, λ 2 should have low values at texture regions and high values at contour regions. To effectively estimate the regularization parameters, we propose the following scheme:
where β 1 , β 2 are the weights of the regularization terms, η 1 and η 2 are two scalars for adjusting the shape of exponential decay, and φ(i) is the function to measure the "texturelessness" which is defined by
where G i = {j : x i , x j correspond to the same spatial location of the image but different wavelet filters}. In implementation, since the truth of u is unavailable, we use u
as the estimate of u. Note that we initialize u (0) = f and v (0) = 0. Such an initialization scheme is often used in many existing methods (e.g. [32] , [24] ). The exponential function in (23) is to map the φ to (0, 1]. See Fig. 3 for an illustration of λ 1 . It is noted that since low frequency coefficients of cartoon part are not sparse, the corresponding values in λ 1 are set to 0.
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V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Protocols and Settings
The performance of the proposed method in cartoon-texture decomposition is evaluated with both the noiseless and noisy settings. In the noiseless setting, the input images are clean with an ignorable amount of noise, and we solve the decomposition problem (4) . In comparison, the noisy setting involves noisy images for testing the performance of (5), which also can be viewed as the application to image denoising. When ground-truth images available, we use PSNR and SSIM to measure the the visual quality of the decomposition results.
Several representative or state-of-the-art approaches are selected for comparison, including
• ADMGB (Alternating Direction Method with Gaussian Back Substitution) [3] , where the TV norm and its dual are used to characterize cartoon and texture respectively;
• BNN (Block-wise Nuclear Norm) [32] , a representative method utilizing the low-rank property of texture patches;
• GID3D (Group-based Image Decomposition 3D) [27] , which groups similar image patches and conducts lowrank decomposition on each patch group;
• SCSC (Slice-based Convolutional Sparse Coding) [24] , which uses convolutional sparse dictionary learning to discover the underlying patterns of cartoons and textures. 
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Protocols and Settings
• SCSC (Slice-based Convolutional Sparse Coding) [24] , which uses convolutional sparse dictionary learning to discover the underlying patterns of cartoons and textures.
• JCAS (Joint Convolutional Analysis and Synthesis) [33] , which integrates the analysis operator and synthesis operator in convolutional sparse coding to better model cartoons and textures. Note that ADMGB is the very recent development on using the dual norm of TV norm for cartoon-texture decomposition. BNN and GID3D are two effective methods based on lowrank approximation. Compared to BNN, GID3D exploits the groups of similar patches, which is closely related to our work. Besides, SCSC and JCAS are also the closely-related works, as they are two most-recent sparse-representation-based methods. To test whether the proposed isotropy prior of patch recurrence prior is useful, we construct a baseline method (denoted by 'Baseline') which solves (4) without using the isotropy prior, i .e., it simply uses the nonlocal system L defined in (7) . The parameters of Baseline are finely tuned for fair comparison.
In our implementation, the wavelet systems W and T are set to be the linear spline wavelet system with single level. In the construction of the LaplacianL, the size of search window S is set to 51, the number of directions D is set to 4 with 16 matched patches in each direction, and the bandwidth parameter h in (8) is set to 0.3. For the pure decomposition, the parameters (β 1 , β 2 ) in adaptive weighting are set to (0.30, 0.36), and the parameters (η 1 , η 2 ) in (22) are both set to 0.5. In the split-Bregman iteration, the parameter γ is set to 0.1, the update step δ is set to 1, and the maximal iteration number K is set to 15. For noisy image decomposition, the parameters are set as follows:
To improve the patch matching results on noisy images, a pre-denoising is applied before matching. For fair comparison, we use the same pre-denoising scheme as [27] .
B. Decomposition on Noiseless Images 1) Synthetic data:
To evaluate the basic performance of our method, we constructed a set of 16 synthetic images. Due to space limitations, the details and most results on these images are given in our supplementary materials. In Fig. 4(a) , we show the decomposition results on synthetic 'Diamond' by different methods. The benefit of using our isotropy prior is demonstrated by our superior results over Baseline. In the close-ups of the cartoon components, the edges of the diamond are broken and blurred by Baseline, while well preserved by our method. In the close-ups of the texture components, the contour edges of the diamond appear clearly in the result of Baseline, while correctly rejected by our method. In the comparison with other methods, our method still show noticeable improvement. Regarding the cartoon components, GID3D and JCAS blur edges, while BNN, GID3D and SCSC preserve some texture patterns. Regarding the texture components, ADMGB, GID3D and SCSC produce visible cartoon edges, while BNN and JCAS extract the textures incorrectly. Another example is shown in Fig. 4(b) , where our method performs the best, generating a clear cartoon component with sharp edges and a clear texture component without visible cartoon edges.
To quantify the performance of different methods, we show in Table I the average PSNR values and average SSIM on the decomposition results, where our method performs the best in both terms of PSNR and SSIM. In summary, both the visual inspection and quantitative evaluation have demonstrated the effectiveness of our isotropic patch recurrence prior.
2) Real data: We use the upper four natural images in Fig. 5 for performance test, where 'House', 'Barbara', and 'JackStraw' are cited from [24] , [27] , [32] for fair comparison. These images contain different types of textures (e.g. handmade vs. natural, regular vs. random), which can test different aspects of our method. Since PSNR and SSIM are not computable due to the unavailability of ground truths, we compare the results by visual inspection with three criteria. Firstly, contour edges should only appear in the cartoon component. Secondly, well-patterned features should only appear in the texture component. Thirdly, no artifacts are presented in both the components.
The results on 'House' are shown in Fig. 6(a) . We can see that our method is good at preserving the contour edges in cartoon component while rejecting them in the texture component. This can be more clearly demonstrated in the close ups of the eave that contains sharp cartoon edges. In our results, the eave is completely kept in the cartoon component. In contrast, the other compared methods except BNN assign a strong edge along the eave to the texture component, resulting in blur or even removal of the eave in cartoon. In particular, the two patch-recurrence-based methods GID3D and Baseline, which do not utilize the isotropy prior, obviously blur the eave.
The results on 'Barbara' are shown in Fig. 6(b) . We can see that the proposed method is capable of extracting wellpatterned features in the texture component and rejecting them in the cartoon component. To show the advantages of our method over others, we display the close ups of the table cloth and the chair behind the woman in the figure. In the cartoon components of both table cloth and chair, only ADMGB, SCSC, Baseline and our method can completely remove the textures. Compared to SCSC which fails to extract the cloth textures, our method correctly handles the textured patterns. Compared with ADMGB and Baseline that yield blurred cartoon components, our method preserves more details in cartoon, which can be seen more clearly by zooming at the face of Barbara. Notice that our method slightly loses the face details in the cartoon component. The reason is that the face is of low-resolution and contains dense, short and weak edges, for which the isotropic patch recurrence prior is inapplicable.
The results on 'JackStraw' and 'Snake' are shown in Fig. 7 . Regarding 'JackStraw', it can be seen that all the compared methods except ours either introduce the straw textures into the cartoon component or assign the contours of mouth and eyes to the texture component. In comparison, our method a) Results on 'Diamond' b) Results on 'Bricks' Fig. 4 : Decomposition results on 'Diamond' and 'Bricks' (i.e. the 1st and 14th synthetic images). The columns from left to right correspond to the ground-truth, the results produced by ADMGB, BNN, GID3D, SCSC, JCAS, Baseline and the proposed method. The rows from top to bottom correspond to the cartoon components, texture components and their close ups. face of Barbara. Notice that our method slightly loses the face details in the cartoon component. The reason is that the face is of low-resolution and contains dense, short and weak edges, for which the isotropic patch recurrence prior is inapplicable.
The results on 'JackStraw' and 'Snake' are shown in Fig. 7 . Regarding 'JackStraw', it can be seen that all the compared methods except ours either introduce the straw textures into the cartoon component or assign the contours of mouth and eyes to the texture component. In comparison, our method can simultaneously handle the cartoon component and texture component well. Similar phenomena can be found in the results of 'Snake'. In the cartoon components all the compared methods except ours either reject the snake texture correctly but meanwhile delete the head details, or preserve the head details well but meanwhile keep most snake texture. Compared with these methods, the proposed one simultaneously handles the both.
In summary, all the visual results on natural images have demonstrated the superior performance of our method over the existing ones, as well as the effectiveness of the isotropic patch recurrence prior in cartoon-texture separation.
Failure case and limitation. We show a failure case of our method in Fig. 8 , where the input image is composed by a cartoon image of a fish bone and a natural texture image. It can be seen that our method blurs the contour of the bones in the cartoon component and fails to reject these contours in the texture component. The reason is probably that the patch recurrence on the bone contour tend to be isotropic so that they are misidentified as a texture patch by our isotropy prior of patch recurrence on texture components.
C. Decomposition on Noisy Images
To evaluate the performance of our method in noisy settings, we use four noisy images for test, which are shown in the supplementary materials due to space limitations. Among the Fig. 4 : Decomposition results on 'Diamond' and 'Bricks' (i.e. the 1st and 14th synthetic images). The columns from left to right correspond to the ground-truth, the results produced by ADMGB, BNN, GID3D, SCSC, JCAS, Baseline and the proposed method. The rows from top to bottom correspond to the cartoon components, texture components and their close ups. 2) Real data: We use the upper four natural images in Fig. 5 for performance test, where 'House', 'Barbara', and 'JackStraw' are cited from [24] , [27] , [32] for fair comparison. These images contain different types of textures (e.g. handmade vs. natural, regular vs. random), which can test different aspects of our method. Since PSNR and SSIM are not computable due to the unavailability of ground truths, we compare the results by visual inspection with three criteria. Firstly, contour edges should only appear in the cartoon component. Secondly, well-patterned features should only appear in the texture component. Thirdly, no artifacts are presented in both the components.
The results on 'House' are shown in Fig. 6(a) . We can can simultaneously handle the cartoon component and texture component well. Similar phenomena can be found in the results of 'Snake'. In the cartoon components all the compared methods except ours either reject the snake texture correctly but meanwhile delete the head details, or preserve the head details well but meanwhile keep most snake texture. Compared with these methods, the proposed one simultaneously handles the both.
To evaluate the performance of our method in noisy settings, we use four noisy images for test, which are shown in the a) Results on 'House' b) Results on 'Barbara' test images, "Barbara-1", "Barbara-2" and "Roof" are cited from [27] , [32] for fair comparison. Following [27] , the original images are degraded by adding a Guassian noise with zero mean and standard deviation σ = 0.1 and then used as inputs. As a result, each input image contains three components: cartoon, texture and noise. We separate an input image into these three components by solving (5) . For comparison, BNN and GID3D are selected, as they have published results on the test images with available codes. The quality of the results are evaluated by visual inspection, as well as in terms of PSNR and SSIM.
The decomposition results are shown in Fig. 9 . We can see that our method performs well even in the presence of noises, with better visual quality than other methods. Notice the results of BNN and GID3D. The textures of the chair in Fig. 9 (a) and the textures of the snake in Fig. 9(d) , are presented in cartoon instead of the texture components. In contrast, our method extracts the texture components correctly in these cases. Note that our method may assign some unexpected flat patches to the texture components, e.g. the face of Barbara, the wall of the house, and the background behind the snake. The reason is probably that noisy flat patches are non-sparse in the wavelet domain and they may be similar to the neighboring patches, which misleads the judgment of our method. supplementary materials due to space limitations. Among the test images, "Barbara-1", "Barbara-2" and "Roof" are cited from [27] , [32] for fair comparison. Following [27] , the original images are degraded by adding a Guassian noise with zero mean and standard deviation σ = 0.1 and then used as inputs.
As a result, each input image contains three components: cartoon, texture and noise. We separate an input image into these three components by solving (5). For comparison, BNN and GID3D are selected, as they have published results on the test images with available codes. The quality of the results are evaluated by visual inspection, as well as in terms of PSNR and SSIM.
The decomposition results are shown in Fig. 9 . We can see that our method performs well even in the presence of noises, with better visual quality than other methods. Notice the results of BNN and GID3D. The textures of the chair in Fig. 9(a) and the textures of the snake in Fig. 9(d) , are presented in cartoon instead of the texture components. In contrast, our method extracts the texture components correctly in these cases. Note that our method may assign some unexpected flat patches to the texture components, e.g. the face of Barbara, the wall of the house, and the background behind 9 also shows the denoised images, which are calculated by removing the noise component from the input. Compared with BNN and GID3D, our method preserves more details but with a few slight artifacts. We also evaluate the results by the randomness of noise components, which is a criterion used in [52] . The less structures appear in the noise component (implying higher degree of randomness), the lower coherence exists between noise components and other components, and the better the denoising performance is. It can be seen that, compared with those of other methods, our produced noise components are more random with lower correlation to the input images. The PSNR and SSIM values of the denoised images are listed in Table II , where our method achieves the highest ones on all the images expect 'Roof'.
In conclusion, the proposed method have demonstrated its power in cartoon-texture decomposition on noisy images, with superior performance to other compared methods on both decomposition results and denoising results. 
D. Analysis on Influence of Parameters
The selection of the model parameters β 1 and β 2 is crucial, as it controls the regularization on each component. To analyze the influence of these parameters, we compared the decomposition results generated by different values β 1 and β 2 . Due to space limitations, the details and results are given in our supplementary materials. It is observed that increasing β 1 or decreasing β 2 will move the elements from texture components moved to cartoon components, and vice versa. We also observe that both the decomposition results and the denoising results are stable to the small changes of β 1 and β 2 .
The number of level of wavelet system in our method is also an interesting parameter to test. In the experiments, we found that using multi-scale wavelets brings little benefits on the test images. Considering the additional computational burden from using multiple scales, we use single-scale in this paper. In the supplementary materials, we show some results of the multiscale extension of our method.
E. Investigation: Decomposition with Missing Pixels
Since the proposed isotropy prior of patch recurrence works well in the decomposition with denoising, it is interesting to see how it performs in other inverse problems. In the last part of this section, we extend our method to handle image inpainting, i.e. decomposition with missing pixels. The extension is intuitive, and its details are left in the supplementary materials due to space limitations.
Our method is compared with BNN which has published inpainting results with available code. The quality of results are evaluated both visually and quantitatively. Due to space limitations, we only show the visual results of 'Snake' in Fig. 10 . We can see that BNN leaves almost all textures of the snake in cartoon, making its texture component rather weak. In comparison, our method produces much clearer cartoon component and texture component. The results of other images can be referred to the supplementary materials. The PSNR and SSIM values are listed in TableIII. Our method outperforms BNN by a large margin on the test images. To sum up, we have shown that our method can be adapted to handling images with missing pixels. Our method may be also extended to deal with other inverse problems. However, since this paper focus on image decomposition, we leave the topic of inverse problem to our future work.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed the isotropic patch recurrence prior for modeling the texture component of an image. The the snake. The reason is probably that noisy flat patches are non-sparse in the wavelet domain and they may be similar to the neighboring patches, which misleads the judgment of our method. Fig. 9 also shows the denoised images, which are calculated by removing the noise component from the input. Compared with BNN and GID3D, our method preserves more details but with a few slight artifacts. We also evaluate the results by the randomness of noise components, which is a criterion used in [52] . The less structures appear in the noise component (implying higher degree of randomness), the lower coherence exists between noise components and other components, and the better the denoising performance is. It can be seen that, compared with those of other methods, our produced noise components are more random with lower correlation to the input images. The PSNR and SSIM values of the denoised images are listed in Table II , where our method achieves the highest ones on all the images expect 'Roof'.
D. Analysis on Influence of Parameters
The selection of the model parameters β 1 and β 2 is crucial, as it controls the regularization on each component. To analyze the influence of these parameters, we compared the decomposition results generated by different values β 1 and β 2 . Due to space limitations, the details and results are given in our supplementary materials. It is observed that increasing β 1 or decreasing β 2 will move the elements from texture components moved to cartoon components, and vice versa. We also observe The number of level of wavelet system in our method is also an interesting parameter to test. In the experiments, we found that using multi-scale wavelets brings little benefits on the test images. Considering the additional computational burden from using multiple scales, we use single-scale in this paper. In the supplementary materials, we show some results of the multiscale extension of our method.
E. Investigation: Decomposition with Missing Pixels
Our method is compared with BNN which has published inpainting results with available code. The quality of results are evaluated both visually and quantitatively. Due to space limitations, we only show the visual results of 'Snake' in Fig. 10 . We can see that BNN leaves almost all textures of the snake in cartoon, making its texture component rather weak. In comparison, our method produces much clearer cartoon component and texture component. The results of other images can be referred to the supplementary materials. The PSNR and SSIM values are listed in TableIII. Our method outperforms BNN by a large margin on the test images.
To sum up, we have shown that our method can be adapted to handling images with missing pixels. Our method may be also extended to deal with other inverse problems. However, since this paper focus on image decomposition, we leave the topic of inverse problem to our future work.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed the isotropic patch recurrence prior for modeling the texture component of an image. The proposed prior can be viewed as a refinement of the traditional patch recurrence prior, which can distinguish textures from cartoons by considering the spatial configuration of recurrent patches. Based on the isotropic patch recurrence prior, we developed an effective approach for cartoon-texture decomposition. The performance of the proposed approach was evaluated in both noiseless and noisy setting. The experimental results show the superior performance of the proposed approach to the state-of-the-art ones, which have demonstrated the power of the proposed approach as well as the effectiveness of the isotropic patch recurrence prior. proposed prior can be viewed as a refinement of the traditional patch recurrence prior, which can distinguish textures from cartoons by considering the spatial configuration of recurrent patches. Based on the isotropic patch recurrence prior, we developed an effective approach for cartoon-texture decomposition. The performance of the proposed approach was evaluated in both noiseless and noisy setting. The experimental results show the superior performance of the proposed approach to the state-of-the-art ones, which have demonstrated the power of the proposed approach as well as the effectiveness of the isotropic patch recurrence prior.
In future, we would like to further exploit the isotropic patch recurrence in four directions. Firstly, the patch recurrence may exist not only in spatial domain but also across image scales. Thus, we will investigate the cross-scale isotropy prior of patch recurrence to improve the modeling of textures. Secondly, the unidirectional patch recurrence of cartoon has not been explicitly used in our method, and we will study its exploitation in cartoon-texture decomposition. Thirdly, we have shown the possible application of the proposed prior to image inpainting. To continue, we would like to investigate the adaption of the proposed method to general image inverse problem. Finally, the images processed in this paper are grayscale. A straightforward extension to handle color images is applying our method to each color channel of the image.
However, such a strategy cannot fully exploit the additional cues existing in color channels. Thus, we would like to investigate how to utilize the isotropic patch recurrence prior for the decomposition on color images. In future, we would like to further exploit the isotropic patch recurrence in four directions. Firstly, the patch recurrence may exist not only in spatial domain but also across image scales. Thus, we will investigate the cross-scale isotropy prior of patch recurrence to improve the modeling of textures. Secondly, the unidirectional patch recurrence of cartoon has not been explicitly used in our method, and we will study its exploitation in cartoon-texture decomposition. Thirdly, we have shown the possible application of the proposed prior to image inpainting. To continue, we would like to investigate the adaption of the proposed method to general image inverse problem. Finally, the images processed in this paper are grayscale. A straightforward extension to handle color images is applying our method to each color channel of the image. However, such a strategy cannot fully exploit the additional cues existing in color channels. Thus, we would like to investigate how to utilize the isotropic patch recurrence prior for the decomposition on color images.
